
 

CarLina
Simple solution for a sustainable (peri-) urban mobility

A_Air side
Light & cheap automatic transport for :
- people
- goods: freight, parcells, delivery
- a station every 200m or less
Minimal energy consumption, zero noise and nuisances, soft but 
fast move due to congestion-less traffic.

B_Ground side
Classic slow-motion carrying machines efficiently fulfill the last-
200m need on car-freed pedestrian streets, thus completing a full 
inter-modal mobility.

C_Total mobility allows for sustainable city planning
All traditional automotive services are performed with superior 
quality w/o nuisances. A sustainable city may be designed or 
smoothly evolved to. Ligth deployment and dismountability provide 
the city planner with a powerful tool toward sustainability.
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1_A comprehensive city-planning goal
Providing an efficient technique to:

a_cover urban mobility needs
- consistent access to any location with point-to-point move
- capacity superior to traditional urban solutions, 24/7 availability
- no wait people travel, low cost, comfortable, fast enough
- any type of transportation allowed, a traditional lack which enforces automotive use 

b_evacuate nuisances
- pollutants emission: eliminated
- energy consumption: to the theoretical minimum (thus renewable compatible)
- x100 less real estate required, silent move
- urban integration: low visual/physical/acoustic impact

2_A comprehensive system architecture
A CarLina transportation system combines 3 parts to deliver a true car-free city.

a_"air segment" a light automatic guided transport; main characteristics:
- tracks: >30.000 passengers/h, 2M€/km, small real estate, extendable, modifiable, demountable, sustainable
- passenger pods, freight carriers, technical pods, at automotive cost
- commercial speed in the 36-60km/h range, silent, point-to-point uninterrupted missions
- many stations to be a 1 minute walk from any location
- obstacle clearing capacity allows deployment over unprepared terrain
- no central control facility needed

b_"ground  segment":  200m around stations,  walk-paced carrying tools deliver freight,  goods,  parcels and even the
disabled... anything. Pedestrian traffic has priority over this, as a main requirement to reconquer a sustainable city.
c_city planners can from now on design/reconquer a really clean, sustainable city of any size.

3_Development
S.E.A. Completed theoretical and feasibility studies and starts the engineering phase, eventually building a pilot site.   In
parallel an operational transportation line has started for Gurgaon (India).

Technical data

Common vehicle base
Propulsion...................................................electrical/battery
Noise................................................................<40dB (silent)
Nuisances.......................................................................None
Consumption.......................................Theoretical minimum
Masse plateforme automotrice à vide.........................150kg
Masse totale version passagers....................................500kg
Masse totale version fret..............................................700kg

Passenger transport
Max capacity/line..........................................................30k/h
Commercial speed, town...........................................36km/h
Commercial speed, land............................................60km/h
Typical waiting time........................................................1mn
Transit type.........................................point-to-point no stop

Freight/parcels/delivery
< 500kg.........................................................within std traffic
500kg <   < 1t..............................................out of peak hours
Container 20'/3t...............................automatic night service

Typical mission
Scheduled mode.............5mn booking notice, 0 station wait
Taxi mode.......................0 booking notice, 3mn station wait
Accompanied freight...........................................both modes
Autonomous freight..................................................booking
Special (large, heavy) convoy..........................night, booking

Network size
#pods max........................................................................65k
#stations................................................................thousands
#meshes.................................................................thousands

Network cost
Trackways...............................................3M€/km + obstacles
Stations..................................................................100k€ +lift
Passenger pod.................................................35-60k€ range
Freight pod.....................................................................35k€
technical pod...............................................on specifications
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